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Abstract: W ith theory of m ind (TO M ), children can a8 ribute m ental states to them selves and to others. D uring interac@ve reading, w hen children are ques@oned about the recurring com ponents of a story, the theory of m ind allow s them to interpret the protagonists’ m ental states and link them causally w ith the recurring com ponents,
such as the protagonists’ problem s, em o@ons and’ m o@va@ons. D iﬃ cul@es experienced by au@s@c children in theory of m ind (Baron-Cohen, Leslie and Frith, 1985) and in the com prehension and produc@on of speech hinder their understanding of the story (Tager-Flushberg, 2000). The aim of this study is to describe the progress m ade
in the a8 ribu@on of protagonists’ m ental states and iden@ﬁca@on of recurring com ponents of a story, in the context of interac@ve reading w ith an au@s@c child.
An experim ent was conducted w ith an eleven-year-old au@s@c child w ho received daily dialogic reading interven@ons involving children’s stories over a period of ten m onths. Three interm ediate m easurem ents w ere m ade during interac@ve reading sessions and w ere analyzed from tw o angles: (1) TO M , the iden@ﬁca@on of the
protagonists’ em o@ons, aim s and m o@va@ons (Veneziano, 2010), and (2) the structuring of narra@ve recall.
The results show im provem ent in the child’s verbal com m unica@on, speciﬁcally in the iden@ﬁca@on of the protagonists’ m ental states, such as em o@ons, aim s and m o@va@ons, and the ability to link them causally w ith the recurring com ponents of a story. This progress appears to have been supported by interac@ve reading interven@ons,
w hen narra@ve recalls and interm ediary m easures are com pared, w hich, from a developm ental perspec@ve on the construc@on of know ledge in children, linked the story ’s discourse w ith the child’s so that the adult could intervene w ithin the child’s zone of proxim al developm ent.

The systemic representa/on of the au/s/c child’s development
The joint aQenFon development is complex for the
auHsHc child (Baron-Cohen, 1989; Charman, 2003; Lemay, 2004; Rogers, &
al., 2003). The auHsHc baby does not respond to following
eye gaze and hardly responds to his name (Charman, 2003;
Thommen & Guidoux, 2011).Those two important skills have an
important impact on the development of imitaHon and
intenHonality.

G oal

For the auHsHc child, intenFonality remains an egocentric
concept. IntenHonality at a pre-linguisHc level is hard to
develop and it has consequences on the proto-declaraHve
communicaHon’s development (Tomasello, 2008; Toth, & al., 2006).
The auHsHc child scarcely recognizes others’ emoHons

(Baron-Cohen, 1989; Lemay, 2004) and is not capable of sharing his
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Theory of mind: mental states

Data collecFon:
• Ten months of intervenHon from September 2011 to June 2012
• The child received daily intervenHons at home (Quebec, Canada)
• One interacHve reading session has been done and recorded each
day
- Total of 105 videos
It includes 3 interacHve readings selected for 3 Hmes of analysis
- November 2011: “King has goat ears”
- April 2012: “Raoul Taﬃn pirate”
- June 2012: “Nez-Rouge on the trail of Leonard”

(

the book “King has goat ears”

Solution:*

Attempt*of*action*3:*The(King(sends(an(envoy(to(find(a(hairdresser.(Miro(is(
afraid(to(go(to(the(King(and(never(come(back.(He(faints.*

Emotional*state:*fear(
Physical*state:*faint(
Epistemic*state*:*
People(don’t(know(what(is(going(
on(in(the(castle((

Attempt*of*action*5:*Igor(doesn’t(do(comments(about(the(ears(of(the(king.(He(
says(that(his(ears(are(perfect.*

Epistemic*state:*
Igor(know(that(the(King(is(
ashamed.((

Sub6problem*3:*Igor(can’t(keep(the(secret(longer.(
Bub6goal:*To*free(himself(from(the(secret.(

Attempt*of*action*6:*Igor(digs(a(hole(in(the(earth,(shouts(the(secret(and(buries(it.*

Emotional*
state*
(

Positive*emotion:*
Happiness(

Initiating*event:*
Raoul(Taffin(is(
the(leader(of(a(
pirate(crew.(

Emotional*state(

***Sub6problem*4:*Shepherds(go(to(the(meadow(and(there(are(reeds.(They(
produce(flutes(that(sing(«The(King(has(goat(ears».*

Final*event:*
The(King(releases(
hairdressers(and(Igor(
became(his(regular(
barber.(

Epistemic*state:*
Igor(knows(that(he(can’t(tell(
to(anybody.(
Emotional*state:*The(fear(
to(tell(the(secret.(
Intentional*state:*To(not(
tell(the(secret(to(the(others.*

ENFANT(Schéma(de(récit(:(Les(oreilles(du(roi((10&11&2011)(
(
(
Episodic structure of the child comprehension :
(
«King has goat ears»
(
(
(
Goal:*
Intentional*state(
The(King(wants(to(hide(his(ears.(
(
(
(

The(King(is(not(happy(to(hear(his(
secret.(He(forgives(Igor.(

(

Negative*emotion:(He(
thinks(he’s(not(looking(good(
with(his(ears.(The(King(
doesn’t(want(everyone(to(
know(his(secret.*

Initiating*event:*
The(King(doesn’t(quit(his(castle.(

Solution:*

Attempt*of*action*1:*The(hairdressers(are(in(jail.*

(

Attempt*of*action*2:*If(I(call(a(hairdresser,(he(won’t(come.*

Emotional*state(

Epistemic*state:*The(
hairdressers(don’t(know(
what(is(going(on(at(the(
castle(and(they(don’t(want(
to(go(there.(

Emotional*state(

(

6- Deﬁning
categories

(

Child’s participation
during interactive reading
Questions

Spontaneous

the child

interactions

does not

answers

Interac/ve reading

5- Grouping
descripHons

!
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tion!

5

InteracHve reading takes place in a social context based on dialogue.

3- Grids of
meaning units

3
4

This dialogue focuses the child’s aLenHon on the causes of certain
narraHve events in order to guide his/her understanding of the story.
The adult’s quesHons help the child to focus on the macrostructure of
the narraHve, and to make causal and lexical inferences.

4- Description of
interactions

“Raoul Taﬃn pirate”
Intentional*state*
(

Attempt*of*action*1:*They(
decide(to(leave.(They(
looted(villages(and(ships(
to(fill(their(holds.*

Sub6problem*1*(S6G*1):(A(storm(breaks(the(
boat(and(they(get(lost(at(the(North(Pole.*

Episodic structure of the book “Nez-Rouge
(
Schéma(de(récit(:(Nez&Rouge(à(la(poursuite(de(Léonard((06&06&2012)(
(
Intentional*state*
(
(

on the trail of Leonard”

(

Leonard’s*goal:*To(smell(good.*

Attempt*of*action*2:*
They(find(a(treasure.*
Emotional*state:(Raoul(is(
happy(
Physical*state:*The(crew(
was(working(hard(
(

Attempt*of*action*3:*
They(set(off(towards(
Port(Boucan.*

(

Negative*
emotion*
Fear(

Solution:*
Raoul(came(back(to(
Port(Boucan(with(is(
treasure.(

(

Emotional*state*
Intentional*state:*
*He(wants(to(find(his(way(
home.(
*

Solution*1:(They(repair(the(boat(
and(found(their(way.(

Sub6problem*2*(S6G*2):*
Sharks(attack(them.*

Positive*
emotion:*
Joy((

Intentional*state*
(
Nez6Rouge*and*Taille6de6Mouche’s*
goal:*To(find(Leonard.*

Leonard’s*problem:*Taille&de&
Mouche(told(him(that(he(smells(bad.(
Physical*
state*
(

Negative*emotion:*
Leonard(is(sad.(

Solution:*Leonard(
takes(a(bath.*

Emotional*
state*
(

Emotional*
state*
(

Negative*
emotion*
Fear(

Nez6Rouge*and*Taille6de6Mouche’s*
problem:*Leonard(is(lost.*

Emotional*state*
Intentional*state:**
He(wants(to(scare(the(
sharks.(
(

Sub6problem*3*(S6G*3):*Jules(
Quatreyeux(attacks(them.*

Emotional*state*
Intentional*state:*
He(wants(to(win(
the(battle.(
(

Sub6problem*4*(S6G*4):*The(crew(has(hallucinations(due(to(
alcohol.(They(want(to(throw(themselves(overboard.*

Solution*4:*Raoul(makes(them(drink(strawberry(
milk(and(everything(is(back(in(order.(

Emotional*
state*
The(woman(is(
scared.(
(

Emotional*
state*
(

Attempt*of*action*3:*There(is(a(hole(in(a(fence.(They(stop(
the(passers&by,(but(nobody(saw(Leonard.*

Epistemic*state*
Taille&de&Mouche(and(Nez&Rouge(thought(that(
the(woman(is(afraid(because(she(met(Leonard.(
The(characters(made(a(hypothesis(on(the(
thoughts(of(another(character.(
(

Negative*
emotion*
Fear**

Sub6problem*1:*They(return(to(the(
circus(and(hear(screams.*

Solution:*They(found(Leonard(in(
Lili’s(bath.*

Emotional*
state*
(

Positive*emotion:*They(
are(happy(and(relieved.*

(

Emotional*state:(Fear(
Intentional*state:*The(pirates(want(to(throw(themselves(
overboard.(
Intentional*state:*Raoul(wants(to(save(their(lives.(
(

(
ENFANT(Schéma(de(récit(:(Raoul(Taffin(pirate:(04&04&2012(
(
Episodic structure of the child comprehension:
(
«Raoul Taﬃn pirate»
(
(
(
Intentional*state*
Goal:*They(seek(gold(coins,(a(treasure.*
(
(
(
Sub6problem*1:(There(are(seas(with(
Emotional*
Negative*
Attempt*of*action*1:*
buoys.(There(are(skeletons,(a(bone,(and(a(
state*
(
emotion*
They(go(on(the(boat.(
(
monster.(They(are(at(the(North(Pole.(
(
Fear(
(
(
(
Negative*
Sub6problem*2:*There(are(sharks.((
emotion*
(
Emotional*
Raoul(is(angry(
(
state*
(
(
(
Solution*2:*They(escape(from(sharks.((
(
(
(
Initiating*event:*
Negative*emotion*
Sub6problem*3:*There’s(a(battle(
Emotional*
Raoul(Taffin(is(a(
(
They(don’t(like(that(
between(Raoul(and(Jules.((
state*
mean(pirate.(
and(they’re(not(
(
(
There’s(a(pirate(
friends.(
(
girl(in(the(crew.(
(
(
(
(
(

Attempt*of*action*2:(They(meet(a(woman(with(hair(
trained(on(the(head.(She(has(not(seen(Leonard.*

Initiating*event:*
The(members(of(the(Abadaba(
Circus(parade(to(announce(their(
venue.((

Final*event:*Raoul(
is(elected(pirate(of(
the(year(and(
expects(his(next(
adventure.*

Negative*
emotion*
Anger(

Negative*emotion:*
Taille&de&Mouche(and(Nez&
Rouge(are(worried.(

Attempt*of*action*1:*They(go(in(the(city(and(saw(a(car(
accident.(The(drivers(have(not(seen(Leonard.*

(
Solution*2:*Raoul(scares(the(
shark(with(oars.(

(

Final*event:*Nez&Rouge(is(not(unhappy(that(
everything(is(back(in(order.(Everyone(is(going(to(
prepare(for(the(show.*

(
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(
(
(

Epistemic*state:*During(the(problem(and(the(attempts(
of(action,(Taille&de&Mouche(thinks(that(Leonard(is(gone(
because(she(hurts(his(feelings.*
(

Episodic structure of the child comprehension:
«Nez-Rouge on the trail of Leonard»

(

Intentional*state*
(
Leonard’s*goal:*(implied)(To(
not(smell(bad(anymore.*

(
(

Intentional*state*
(
Nez6Rouge*and*Taille6de6
Mouche’s*goal:*To(find(Leonard.*

(

Leonard’s*problem:*
Taille&de&Mouche(tells(Leonard(
that(he(smells(bad.(

Positive*
emotion:*
Happiness((
Emotional*
state*
(

Final*event:*
They(say(«(hi(»(
and(play(together(

Results
NarraFve structure
QuesHons that the child does not answers

(

Physical*state(
(

Solution:*
He(has(
managed(its(
mission.(

Moncomble, Gérard. Raoul Taﬃn pirate. ill. de Frédéric Pillot. Toulouse, Édi@ons Milan, 2001, 22 pages ISBN 745904345.

NarraFve structure
QuesHons that the child answers

the child

6

Solution*3:*Raoul(win(the(battle.(

(

Questions

2- ThemaHc
idenHfying

(Kaderavek et Sulzby, 2000; Veneziano and Hudelot, 2006)

Attempt*of*action*4*:*
They(set(off(towards(
Port(Boucan.*

Jovanovic, Katarina. Les oreilles du roi. ill. de Philippe Béha. Texte français de Sylvie Roberge. Montréal, Dominique et Compagnie, 2011, 32 pages,
ISBN 978-2-89686-093-7.

Books

4- Epistemic state

2

(

Problem:*The(crew(is(
bored(to(do(nothing.*

Attempt*of*action*4:*Igor,(the(assistant,(go(cut(the(King’s(hair.*

Problem*:*
The(King(has(goat(ears.(

3- Intentional state

1- verbaHm

1

7

7- RecontextualizaHon

Negative*
emotion:*
Boredom(

Sub6problem*2:*There(are(no(more(hairdressers.*
Emotional*state(

(
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2- EmoHonal state

Moral:*To(take(care(of(the(others.(
Goal:*Report(bacon,(rum(and(gold(at(home(

The(King(went(to(the(feast(of(
May(and(flutes(are(sold.((
His(secret(is(out.((
Igor(apologizes(and(the(King(
ceases(to(hide(himself.(He(
forgives(Igor’s(imprudence.(

Physical*state(

Attempt*of*action*2:*The(king(puts(in(jail(the(hairdressers*

Initiating*event:*
The(King(lives(alone(
in(his(castle.(

In reading context, the characters experience four types of internal
states:

Sub6goals*1626364*:*Save(the(crew(

Sub6problem*1:*The(hairdressers(see(the(King’s(ears.*

Negative*
emotion:*
Shame(

1+

Analysis

Intentional*state*
Epistemic*state((

(

The theory of mind appears as a fundamental aspect of human
communicaHon. In fact, decoding makes a large part of the
communicaHon skills, including inferences and assumpHons about the
thoughts of others.

2+

1- Physical state

Episodic structure of the book
Lecture(interactive(Raoul(Taffin(pirate((schéma(de(récit)(:(04&04&2012(
(

Attempt*of*action*1:*The(King(asks(hairdressers(to(come(at(the*castle.*

(

3+

(

Moral:*The(King(has(to(accept(himself.*
Goal:*The(King(wants(to(hide(his(ears.*

Problem:*
The(King(has(
goat(ears.(

4+

Concepts!

(

Schéma(de(récit(:(Les(oreilles(du(roi((10&11&2011)(
Episodic structure of
(
(
(

(Veneziano, 2010; Veneziano et Hudelot, 2006)

The theory of mind is the ability to understand and to depict mental
states. It also display the capacity to assign them to others, despite his
own and to draw conclusions from them. The theory of mind is also
the ability to infer what the other thinks according to what happens
to him and predict what he will do.

5+

Analysis
InducFve analysis by creaFng categories

(Blais & Mar@neau, 2006; Paillé & Mucchielli, 2012; Van der Maren, 2003)

Positive
em otion

T hird attem pt

6+

Method

Solution

First attem pt

N egative
em otion

Second attem pt

own emoHons. The intersubjecFvity relaHon provided by
a dyadic relaHonship is diﬃcult to establish because of
the auHsHc child’s lack of interest towards others.

In the narraFve discourse development, authors have
observed that the auHsHc child has diﬃculHes
establishing causal relaHons between characters and their
emoHons (Diehl, Benneto & Carter Young, 2006). Therefore, the
maturaHon of a complex episodic structure is rare. Also,
diﬃculHes noHced in the joint aLenHon development
have a direct impact on the development of a triadic
relaHonship between the child, the book and the adult.

E pisodic
structure

Problem

(Charman, 2003; Lemay, 2004; Nadel, 2005; Rogers, & al., 2003).

Baron-Cohen (1989) talks about «mindblindness» for the
autistic child theory of mind’s development. They
struggle with considering other’s thoughts and predicting
their behaviour.(Baron-Cohen, 1989; Baron-Cohen & al., 1985).

Case of study
ParFcipant:
• AuHsHc child
• Eleven years old (age of development of a
three-year-old)
• First school in New-Brunswick, Canada
• Therapy received: ABA and TEACCH

Children’s organization and understanding of the narrative helps
them build coherence. In order to develop the macrostructural
coherence of the narrative, children must identify the recurring
components in the narrative structure and identify the causal
relations between these components.

Preoperational+
stage+
+

Speciﬁc goals:
• Describe and analyze the progress of the
child while ensuring the development of
narraHve structure during interacHve reading;
• Describe and analyze the progress of the
child while ensuring the development of the
theory of mind during interacHve reading.

The imitaFon development suggests a relaHonship of
intersubjecHvity and joint aLenHon between the auHsHc
child and others (Charman, 2003; Nadel, 2005). The auHsHc child
has trouble imitaHng facial expressions (Rogers, & al., 2003) and
has a developmental delay in decontextualized imitaHon

(Makdissi et Boisclair, 2008)

!

Sensorimotor+
stage+
+

Theorical framework

This case of study demonstrate the importance
and the extend of intensive intervenHons
developed in intersubjecHvity with a child when
using complex subjects such as children’s
literature. The developmental progress of the
child during the procedure will be described
within two spheres of development: the
structure of narraHve discourse and the
development of the theory of mind.

Schema of narra/ve structuring

!

Operational+
stage+
+

Aim of the study
The aim of the study is to demonstrate that it is
possible to do otherwise in the educaHon of
students with auHsm spectrum disorder.

Leonard’s*solution:*
Leonard(takes(a(bath(because(
he(smells(bad.(He(solved(his(
problem.((

Nez6Rouge*and*Taille6de6
Mouche’s*problem*:*
Leonard(is(lost.(

(
(

(

(
Physical*state(
(

Negative*emotion:*
Leonard(is(sad.(

(

(
(

Emotional*
state*
(

Attempt*of*action*1:*Taille&de&Mouche(and(Nez&
Rouge(are(going(together(to(the(road(to(find(
Leonard.(

Negative*emotion:*
Taille&de&Mouche(and(
Nez&Rouge(are(sad(
because(they(don’t(find(
Leonard.((

Attempt*of*action*2:*They(think(that(the(car(

Emotional*state*
(

(

accident(is(Leonard’s(fault.((
(
Epistemic*state*
(
The(child(talks(
about(the(
(
Attempt*of*action*3:*The(woman(is(sad(because(
character’s(
she(met(a(rhinoceros((Leonard).*
(
thought.(
(
(
(
Emotional*state*
(
(
Sub6problem*1:*
(
They(ear(Lili(screaming.(
(
(
(
(
Solution:*Taille&de&Mouche(and(Nez&Rouge(found(Leonard.(
Their(problem(is(solved.(*
(
(
( Elsa. Nez rouge sur la piste de Léonard. ill. de Savine Pied. Paris, Père Castor Flammarion, 1999, 27 pages, ISBN 2081632837.
Devernois,
(

(

NarraFve structure
Spontaneous interacHons

answers
King

has

28,5%

43%

19%

20%

47%

23%

11%

56%

33%

goat ears
Raoul Taffin
Pirate
Nez-Rouge

Theory of mind
QuesHons that the child answers

Theory of mind
QuesHons that the child does not answers

Theory of mind
Spontaneous interactions

on the trail of
Leonard

Évolution de l’enfant

NarraFve structure
- moins de questions auxquelles l’enfant ne répond pas
Conclusions
QuesFons most answered:
- Plus de questions auxquelles l’enfant répond
• King has goat ears: quesHons about the problem
EvoluFon of the child
Plus
d’interactions
spontanées
Over the Hme:
• Raoul Taﬃn pirate: quesHons about the sub-problem
- Plusare
d’engagement
de la
de l’enfanton
dans
lecture
(attention conjointe
et about
contextethe problem and the goal
• part
Nez-Rouge
thelatrail
of Leonard:
quesHons
• There
less
QuesFons
less answered:
trilogique d’intersubjectivité
littéraire)
unanswered
quesHons
by
the
• duKing
goat ears:
quesHons
about
the problem
- Composantes récurrentes
récit has
: Questions
auxquelles
l’enfant
répond
•
Raoul
Taﬃn
pirate:
quesHons
about
the
problem,
the aLempts of acHon, and the
child;
- - Les composantes auxquelles l’enfant a répondues le plus sont la problématique (oreilles
sub-problems
• Thedu
child
roi /answers
Nez Rouge), les sous-problèmes
(Raoul Taffin) et le but (Nez Rouge)
more quesHons;
• Nez-Rouge on the trail of Leonard: quesHons about the iniHaHng event, the goal,
- Composantes récurrentes du récit : Questions auxquelles l’enfant ne répond pas
and the aLempts of acHons
• There are more
- - Données semblables que
pour celles auxquelles
l’enfant répond
Spontaneous
interacFons:
spontaneous
- - Ainsi, les interactions
de l’enfant
sont sur une about
composante
récurrente
interacHons.
• spontanées
King has goat
ears: interacHons
the problem
•
Taﬃn pirate:
interacHons
sub-problems
différente que celles les plusRaoul
questionnées
par l’adulte
: est-ce uneabout
preuvethe
de l’intérêt
plus
• Nez-Rouge on the trail of Leonard: interacHons about the iniHaHng event
We noHced
grand more
de l’enfant sur le récit? Il fait de l’imitation différée
commitment on the part
The child's spontaneous interacHons are related to recurring components quesHoned
of the child during
by the adult. It is possible to think that the child is doing deferred imitaHon.
interacHve reading
Théorie de l’esprit : Questions auxquelles l’enfant répond

- Raoul Taffin pirate il y a plus de questions sur l’état interne, mais cela se justifie par la
structure du récit.

Theory of mind
QuesFons most answered:
• King has goat ears: quesHons about the emoHonal and the intenHonal state
• Raoul Taﬃn pirate: quesHons about the intenHonal state
• Nez-Rouge on the trail of Leonard: quesHons about the emoHonal and the intenHonal
state
QuesFons less answered:
• King has goat ears: quesHons about the emoHonal state
• Raoul Taﬃn pirate: quesHons about the intenHonal state
• Nez-Rouge on the trail of Leonard: quesHons about the intenHonal state
Spontaneous interacFons:
• King has goat ears: quesHons about the physical and the emoHonal state
• Raoul Taﬃn pirate: quesHons about the emoHonal state
• Nez-Rouge on the trail of Leonard: quesHons about the physical and the emoHonal state
We note, at the second and the third interacHve reading session that the child starts to speak
spontaneously about the intenHonal state, even if it is diﬃcult for him to answer to
quesHons about his state of mind. The child is possibly doing deferred imitaHon.
The emoHonal state is the mental state the most discussed and answered by the child.
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